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Introduction
I love to code for the web. But I don’t like hunting for bugs
I’ve made myself. And I hate - I mean really hate - hunting
for bugs made by other people.

Most of the time, our code depends on other people. We use
frameworks, utilities, and objects created and maintained
by other people. All 3rd party code falls into this category.
As the web develops, all of us upgrade our code to imple-
ment new features, to fix bugs, or to make our creations
compatible with new server versions. Any upgrades could
introduce new behaviors, new interfaces, and certainly new
bugs. Wether you work alone or as a member of a team, we
all depend on other people’s code.

Writing code is not like writing a letter to grandma. Actu-
ally, writing code is not writing at all. If we spend enough
time planning, and if the requirements are clear and don’t
change during development, writing code could be some-
thing like writing a letter. But in reality it’s something else.
When we write code, we first write one small part, then
check it, modify it, check it again, write something else
connected to the first part, check that also, check the first
part again and, when it fails, modify it again, check it again,
and on and on. Sound familiar?

Do you repeatedly push the refresh button of your favorite
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browser to check the output just because you wrote two
lines of code? Are you bored of filling the same form a
hundred times with different inputs to check how it will
be processed on the server side? Is var_dump your best
friend? Does everythingwork fine in development but after
installation nothing happens? Or worse, are there just a few
things not working in the production environment but you
have no idea why not? Or maybe you just want to learn a
new approach that will give you better, simpler, and more
maintainable code. Maybe you’re looking for something
that will help you identify bugs and save time. If so, keep
reading.



About the Book
I wrote this book for the following audiences: People who
have programming skills and want to improve the quality
of their code. People who have heard about unit testing but
are still not clear what it is or how it works. People who
love CakePHP and want to take advantage of what it offers.
People who have spent a lot of time searching for bugs after
a 3rd party upgrade.

The examples in this book use CakePHP, but the first half
of the book is not framework or language specific. I hope
unit testing and the ideas presented in this book will help
you as much as they’ve helped me.

Why I Wrote This Book

I started to use CakePHP at version 1.1. The framework is
wonderful, and improving nicely, with an open and helpful
staff and community. It helped me to became a better
programmer.

When I started to code, I did everything from scratch. I
did not know about programming patterns, utilities, or
libraries. I was able to build up middle size systems this
way.
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After a while, I decided that mixing application logic and
presentation logic has more cons than pros, so I started to
use Smarty¹. Smarty was a great help. In time it helped me
to see thatmy best practices were reallymyworst practices.
I knew I needed something more.

I realized there are a few features I need in most of my
web applications. I started to think about how I code and
after some time came up with an extremely simple and dull
framework, without really knowing that frameworks exist.

That was when I heard about MVC pattern. At first it
seemed like unnecessary complications in the code, but I
wanted to give it a try anyway. When I tried to understand
MVC, I found some information about frameworks. I tried
CodeIgniter², and then CakePHP³.

The first bite of CakePHP was awful. Especially because
I was (and am) a big fan of bake auto code generation. I
thought that the whole framework just saved so much time
and produced a much clearer and more maintainable code.

But eventually I would use CakePHP to write an online
accounting system. It was about money, so the code should
always work as expected. I spent a lot of time testing by
clicking on links, filling out forms, typing in test data again
and again, trying to understandwhy the code failedwhen it
failed. But that was OK. That’s how you make things work.

¹http://smarty.net/
²http://ellislab.com/codeigniter
³http://cakephp.org

http://smarty.net/
http://ellislab.com/codeigniter
http://cakephp.org
http://smarty.net/
http://ellislab.com/codeigniter
http://cakephp.org
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CakePHP 1.3 came out. And then Cake 2. I wanted to
upgrade, but upgrading seemed like such a hassle. I was
reluctant. I didn’t know how much time I should spend
upgrading, or how many hidden bugs would stay in the
code. Relying on error messages when the base framework
of a 3rd party code changes is a nightmare.

I had heard about unit testing, but I actually didn’t care. A
code that’ll test my code? Silly. But I tried to understand,
and I found many articles in support of unit testing. You
can read them for yourself under arguments. Finally I gave
them a try. And they helped. They helped a lot.

I think many of you have had similar experiences. Let’s try
to shorten our learning curve.

I hope this book will help you and that my suggestions can
save you some time.

My Development Environment

I tried to use code examples that are independent from the
environment but, as we all know, this is impossible. With
that in mind, this is my system and the software I’m using.

• Ubuntu 12.10
• PHP 5.4.6-1ubuntu1.1
• CakePHP 2.2 - 2.3
• PHPUnit 3.6.10
• MySQL 5.5.28
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• MySQL Workbench 5.2.35
• Komodo Edit 6.1
• xdebug 2.2.1

Who This Book Is For

This book is for novice and intermediate programmers.

It assumes that you have a general understanding of PHP
and object-oriented programming (OOP).

It’s good if you are familiar with CakePHP, especially in
later chapters. But even if you’re not, you will probably
still be able to understand most of the principles and codes.



About the Author
rrd started to code for the web in plain HTML in 1998. As
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mobile technologies arrived, he started to play with Java
for android development.
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Thanks
I would like to thank you for spending your time reading
this book.

I also should say thank you to the core CakePHP team and
everybody else who’s contributed anything, small or big,
to this wonderful framework.

Finally, special thanks go to Italy for Pizza and to Hungary
for Turo Rudi - both are essential for web development.
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Unit testing allows us to test our software in isolation.
Normally unit tests are small, fast, and test just a short piece
of code, like a function. A unit test is code designed to test
other code.

It helps to keep the code short, easy to understand, and bug-
free. It helps to write more maintainable code. Unit tests
automatize the testing process.

There are common arguments against writing unit tests. I
want to show the advantages of unit testing by addressing
those arguments and by sharing my own experience with
the problems those arguments address. Then you can try
out unit testing for yourself and make your own decision.

Unit tests alone will not guarantee perfect, bug-free appli-
cations, but they help a lot.

Arguments

Argument #1: It’s Impossible to Test All
Variations

Yes, it’s true. We will not be able to test all possible
variations. But at least a unit test will showwhat variations
are covered by our tests. If we can determine that the
application fails because of a variation not covered by the
unit test, we just extend the parameters of the test.
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Argument #2: Writing Tests Takes Too
Much Time

Writing – and maintaining – extra code takes time. That’s
obvious. But writing is itself just one of many time con-
suming factors. What are the others? Time spent trying
to understanding our own code or someone else’s code
3-4 months after the fact. Time spent trying to find the
particular piece of code with the bug. Time spent reviewing
our code whenever 3rd party code is changed.Whenwe add
together the time spent on all these things, it starts to look
like unit testing could save time. Saving time means saving
money. But be careful, unit tests could save time; it’s not
that they definitely will save time. We have to use them
correctly.

Learning to use unit tests takes time too. But I think the
learning curve is short, and there will be a return even the
very first time we use them.

Argument #3: Writing Tests Is Hard

Writing tests is easy. Writing good tests is hard. But it just
takes a little practice.

Argument #4: I Don’t Need Tests; I Know
My Code

99.9% of the time, we are not alone. We frequently use 3rd

party code. And we tend to forget, or to change the way
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we think about coding, as time passes. Maybe it was clear
when we first wrote the code, but after a while we have to
spend minutes (or hours) to understand what we did.

Argument #5: The Tests Might Have Their
Own Bugs

Yes. Any code might have bugs. But unit tests are short,
so it’s easy to write them bug-free. It’s entirely possible
to write tests that pass even when they should fail. Once
again, the solution is practice.

Never forget: Tests show the presence of errors, not the
absence of errors.

Argument #6: Development Breaks Tests

As we add layers to our development cycle, we should
maintain our tests as well. When the code changes, the
corresponding tests should also change. Otherwise, the
tests will fail. But, if you changed the code, you’ll know
how to change the test.

Why Should We Write Tests?

Test Functionality

When we first write a code, we should check that it really
does what we want. We all do this - with or without unit
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tests. Actually, var_dump and it’s friends are also tests. They
just don’t fulfill the real purpose of tests.

After some time we will definitely have to implement
changes in old code, either because of bugs or just because
we want to streamline what we’ve done. In that case too
we’ll need something to test if the code still does what we
want.

Refactoring

Renaming variables or functions increases readability of
code. But we should be careful that renaming does not
introduce any new bugs or conflicts.

Sometimes there are pieces of code that actually don’t have
any connection with the goal of the code or that don’t do
anything at all. Obviously we want to remove them, but
then we have to check that the code still works.

Other times we know that our code is wrong but don’t want
to spend the time to fix it. So we just leave a comment in
the code like // TODO: it will break if $num = 0. A
failing test is much much more clean.

Getting Fast Feedback

Fast feedback is important. Developers don’t have the time
to click every link, push every button in every possible
order, push the browser’s back button multiple times, fill
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out forms with a variety of data (even with malicious data),
or deploy new code and wait for client’s feedback.

I think Firebug⁷ is a good example. I open the HTML tab
and change something – immediately I’ll see the result in
the browser.

There are other tools, for other languages, that give imme-
diate feedback by actually running tests after every semi-
colon or file save. These are extremely powerful develop-
ment tools.

Quality Code

Tests run in isolation. So by running a test we verify a
particular piece of code that does not depend on other
pieces. But it is easy to violate the single responsibility
principle. Tests add another viewpoint to our code-writing
process. More on this in Clean Code

Use the Best of Your Brain

Under pressure, even the most clever guys (yes, even pro-
grammers) make stupid mistakes.

Have you ever written something like if(3 < 5) ? Never?
You will. I promise. There is a good chance we might
break something even with the most trivial code or code
change. Are you always relaxed? Do you always havemore

⁷https://getfirebug.com

https://getfirebug.com
https://getfirebug.com
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than enough time to write your code? Is your boss always
happy? Are your clients always patient? Do your kids sleep
all night? If not, you’ll make stupid mistakes.

Save Time and Money

As we already mentioned, one way or another we’ll test
our code. But you can choose a way that is more effective.
You can choose a way that will let you spend less time
fixing bugs and refactoring, andmore time actually writing
code. Saving time is fun – you can always spend that time
watching the next episode of your favorite TV show – and
saving time saves money.
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What Is CakePHP
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The CakePHP Manual⁸ (or Cookbook) says:

“CakePHP is a free⁹, open-source¹⁰, rapid de-
velopment¹¹ framework¹² for PHP¹³.”

I think CakePHP is famous about its 10 minutes blog
tutorial. And, yes, it’s true. With CakePHP you can build a
working blog in 10 minutes! And you can build bigger web
applications just as fast without sacrificing flexibility.

Main Features

• Short learning curve
• Easy set-up with the idea of “convention over con-
figuration”

• Easy installation
• MIT licensing¹⁴
• Integrated CRUD¹⁵ for database interaction
• Application scaffolding¹⁶ and automatic code gener-
ation

⁸http://book.cakephp.org
⁹http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT_License
¹⁰http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_source
¹¹http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rapid_application_development
¹²http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Application_framework
¹³http://www.php.net/
¹⁴http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT_License
¹⁵http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Create,_read,_update_and_delete
¹⁶http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scaffold_(programming)

http://book.cakephp.org
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT_License
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_source
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rapid_application_development
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rapid_application_development
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Application_framework
http://www.php.net/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT_License
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Create,_read,_update_and_delete
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scaffold_(programming)
http://book.cakephp.org
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT_License
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_source
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rapid_application_development
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Application_framework
http://www.php.net/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT_License
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Create,_read,_update_and_delete
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scaffold_(programming)
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• MVC¹⁷ architecture
• Clean URLs and routes
• Built-in validation¹⁸
• Fast and flexible templating¹⁹
• Flexible caching²⁰
• Built-in localization
• And many other features, including integrated unit
testing

CakePHP also has an active, friendly, and helpful developer
team²¹ and community.

¹⁷http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model-view-controller
¹⁸http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_validation
¹⁹http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_template_system
²⁰http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_cache
²¹http://cakephp.lighthouseapp.com/contributors

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model-view-controller
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_validation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_template_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_cache
http://cakephp.lighthouseapp.com/contributors
http://cakephp.lighthouseapp.com/contributors
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model-view-controller
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_validation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_template_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_cache
http://cakephp.lighthouseapp.com/contributors
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Test Driven
Development
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Developers who depend heavily on unit tests use a tech-
nique known as “test driven development,” or TDD. Test
driven development requires that you write production
code and unit test code simultaneously. Actually, it re-
quires that you write tests before you write any code.

TDD Development Cycle

Test driven development requires a different way of think-
ing and a different style of coding. Let’s see what it takes.

Step #1 Write Test

Write a unit test for your non-existent code. As you write
the test – and before you actually write any code – think
over all the possible inputs, errors, and outputs. This step
adds an extra, abstract – but important – layer.

The first time you run your unit test it will fail. It should
fail, because the code you’re testing doesn’t yet exist.

In one test method you produce one or more assertion
based on possible inputs, errors.

Step #2 Write Code

Now that you’ve written the test, you can start writing the
code. You’re code will be ready when all of your tests pass.
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Step #3 Refactoring

Once all your tests pass successfully, you can start to refac-
tor your code, cleaning up unnecessary variables, function
calls, etc.

Step #4 Test Again

Now rerun your tests. If one or more test doesn’t pass,
you introduced a new bug. If all your tests pass, your code
is probably OK. (But don’t forget [argument #5][#argu-
ment5]).

Step #5 Write Code for New Features

This step means you’ll re-start the same process, but with
another task. Don’t forget to thoroughly test this part too.
Changes you’ve made anywhere in your code could also
affect this part and vice versa.
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Installing

CakePHP comes with built-in integration for PHPUnit²²
and has some additional features. This topic is covered in
CakePHP Cookbook²³.

Install CakePHP

As an example, we’ll use a blog to get familiar with
CakePHP unit testing. First, create a new CakePHP project.
I did this at http://localhost/∼rrd/cakeBlog/, so I’ll use
this url in my examples.

If everything is OK, you should be able to navigate to your
install path through your browser – you’ll see something
like this:

²²http://phpunit.de
²³http://book.cakephp.org

http://phpunit.de
http://book.cakephp.org
http://phpunit.de
http://book.cakephp.org
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My blog after install

Installing PHPUnit

PHPUnit is the de-facto standard for unit testing in PHP.
Install through Pear²⁴.

1 pear upgrade PEAR

2 pear config-set auto_discover 1

3 pear install pear.phpunit.de/PHPUnit

²⁴http://pear.php.net

http://pear.php.net
http://pear.php.net
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..

PHPUnit 3.7 requires PHP 5.3.3 (or later) but PHP
5.4.7 (or later) is highly recommended.

..

At the time of writing there are problems with PH-
PUnit 3.7, so installing 3.6 is recommended.

You should add PHPUnit to PHP’s include_path by chang-
ing your php.ini file.

Check Your Test Setup

Navigate to http://localhost/∼rrd/cakeBlog/test.php.
You should see something similar to the following image:

Test Page Without App Tests

Click on Core / Tests and then AllConfigure. You should
see a green bar telling you how many tests were run,
how many passed, how many failed (hopefully 0), how
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many assertions weremade, and howmany exceptionwere
thrown.

Preparing

Set Debug Level

In app/Config/core.php your debug level is set to 0 by
default. You should set this to 1 or 2. Otherwise you’ll get
an error message – “Debug setting does not allow access to
this url.” – when you try to run tests.

1 //Configure::write('debug', 0); default should b\

2 e changed

3 Configure::write('debug', 2);

Set Up Test Database

If your application interacts with a database, you’ll need a
test database. All your database related tests will use this
database.

CakePHP will remove tables from your
database at the end of test runs. SoDONOT
use the same database for default and test.

You can define your default and test database in app/Config/
database.php.
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1 class DATABASE_CONFIG {

2

3 public $default = array(

4 'datasource' => 'Database/Mysql',

5 'persistent' => false,

6 'host' => 'localhost',

7 'login' => 'username',

8 'password' => 'userSecretPass',

9 'database' => 'cake_blog',

10 'prefix' => '',

11 //'encoding' => 'utf8',

12 );

13

14 public $test = array(

15 'datasource' => 'Database/Mysql',

16 'persistent' => false,

17 'host' => 'localhost',

18 'login' => 'test_user',

19 'password' => 'test_userSecretPass',

20 'database' => 'cake_blog_test',

21 'prefix' => '',

22 //'encoding' => 'utf8',

23 );

24 }

If you don’t know what this file is, read the CakePHP
Cookbook²⁵.

²⁵http://book.cakephp.org

http://book.cakephp.org
http://book.cakephp.org
http://book.cakephp.org
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Take your favourite MySQL admin tool, like phpMyAd-
min²⁶, and create databases as defined above.

Use this SQL statement to create tables in your cake_blog
database.

1 SET @OLD_UNIQUE_CHECKS=@@UNIQUE_CHECKS, UNIQUE_C\

2 HECKS=0;

3 SET @OLD_FOREIGN_KEY_CHECKS=@@FOREIGN_KEY_CHECKS\

4 ,

5 FOREIGN_KEY_CHECKS=0;

6 SET @OLD_SQL_MODE=@@SQL_MODE, SQL_MODE='TRADITIO\

7 NAL';

8

9 CREATE SCHEMA IF NOT EXISTS `cake_blog`

10 DEFAULT CHARACTER SET latin1 ;

11 USE `cake_blog` ;

12

13 -- ---------------------------------------------\

14 --------

15 -- Table `cake_blog`.`users`

16 -- ---------------------------------------------\

17 --------

18 CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `cake_blog`.`users` (

19 `id` INT(10) UNSIGNED NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT ,

20 `username` VARCHAR(50) NULL DEFAULT NULL ,

21 `password` VARCHAR(50) NULL DEFAULT NULL ,

22 `role` VARCHAR(20) NULL DEFAULT NULL ,

²⁶http://phpmyadmin.net

http://phpmyadmin.net
http://phpmyadmin.net
http://phpmyadmin.net
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23 `created` DATETIME NULL DEFAULT NULL ,

24 `modified` DATETIME NULL DEFAULT NULL ,

25 PRIMARY KEY (`id`) )

26 ENGINE = InnoDB

27 DEFAULT CHARACTER SET = latin1;

28

29

30 -- ---------------------------------------------\

31 --------

32 -- Table `cake_blog`.`categories`

33 -- ---------------------------------------------\

34 --------

35 CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `cake_blog`.`categor\

36 ies` (

37 `id` INT UNSIGNED NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT ,

38 `category` VARCHAR(45) NULL ,

39 PRIMARY KEY (`id`) )

40 ENGINE = InnoDB;

41

42

43 -- ---------------------------------------------\

44 --------

45 -- Table `cake_blog`.`posts`

46 -- ---------------------------------------------\

47 --------

48 CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `cake_blog`.`posts` (

49 `id` INT(10) UNSIGNED NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT ,

50 `category_id` INT UNSIGNED NOT NULL ,

51 `user_id` INT(10) UNSIGNED NOT NULL ,
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52 `title` VARCHAR(50) NULL DEFAULT NULL ,

53 `body` TEXT NULL DEFAULT NULL ,

54 `created` DATETIME NULL DEFAULT NULL ,

55 `modified` DATETIME NULL DEFAULT NULL ,

56 PRIMARY KEY (`id`) ,

57 INDEX `fk_posts_users` (`user_id` ASC) ,

58 INDEX `fk_posts_categories1` (`category_id` AS\

59 C) ,

60 CONSTRAINT `fk_posts_users`

61 FOREIGN KEY (`user_id` )

62 REFERENCES `cake_blog`.`users` (`id` )

63 ON DELETE RESTRICT

64 ON UPDATE RESTRICT,

65 CONSTRAINT `fk_posts_categories1`

66 FOREIGN KEY (`category_id` )

67 REFERENCES `cake_blog`.`categories` (`id` )

68 ON DELETE RESTRICT

69 ON UPDATE RESTRICT)

70 ENGINE = InnoDB

71 AUTO_INCREMENT = 4

72 DEFAULT CHARACTER SET = latin1;

73

74

75 -- ---------------------------------------------\

76 --------

77 -- Table `cake_blog`.`tags`

78 -- ---------------------------------------------\

79 --------

80 CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `cake_blog`.`tags` (
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81 `id` INT UNSIGNED NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT ,

82 `tag` VARCHAR(45) NULL ,

83 PRIMARY KEY (`id`) )

84 ENGINE = InnoDB;

85

86

87 -- ---------------------------------------------\

88 --------

89 -- Table `cake_blog`.`posts_tags`

90 -- ---------------------------------------------\

91 --------

92 CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `cake_blog`.`posts_t\

93 ags` (

94 `post_id` INT(10) UNSIGNED NOT NULL ,

95 `tag_id` INT UNSIGNED NOT NULL ,

96 INDEX `fk_posts_has_tags_tags1` (`tag_id` ASC)\

97 ,

98 INDEX `fk_posts_has_tags_posts1` (`post_id` AS\

99 C) ,

100 CONSTRAINT `fk_posts_has_tags_posts1`

101 FOREIGN KEY (`post_id` )

102 REFERENCES `cake_blog`.`posts` (`id` )

103 ON DELETE RESTRICT

104 ON UPDATE RESTRICT,

105 CONSTRAINT `fk_posts_has_tags_tags1`

106 FOREIGN KEY (`tag_id` )

107 REFERENCES `cake_blog`.`tags` (`id` )

108 ON DELETE RESTRICT

109 ON UPDATE RESTRICT)
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110 ENGINE = InnoDB

111 DEFAULT CHARACTER SET = latin1;

112

113

114 -- ---------------------------------------------\

115 --------

116 -- Table `cake_blog`.`comments`

117 -- ---------------------------------------------\

118 --------

119 CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `cake_blog`.`comment\

120 s` (

121 `id` INT UNSIGNED NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT ,

122 `comment` TEXT NULL ,

123 `user_id` INT(10) UNSIGNED NOT NULL ,

124 `post_id` INT(10) UNSIGNED NOT NULL ,

125 PRIMARY KEY (`id`) ,

126 INDEX `fk_comments_users1` (`user_id` ASC) ,

127 INDEX `fk_comments_posts1` (`post_id` ASC) ,

128 CONSTRAINT `fk_comments_users1`

129 FOREIGN KEY (`user_id` )

130 REFERENCES `cake_blog`.`users` (`id` )

131 ON DELETE RESTRICT

132 ON UPDATE RESTRICT,

133 CONSTRAINT `fk_comments_posts1`

134 FOREIGN KEY (`post_id` )

135 REFERENCES `cake_blog`.`posts` (`id` )

136 ON DELETE RESTRICT

137 ON UPDATE RESTRICT)

138 ENGINE = InnoDB;
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139

140

141

142 SET SQL_MODE=@OLD_SQL_MODE;

143 SET FOREIGN_KEY_CHECKS=@OLD_FOREIGN_KEY_CHECKS;

144 SET UNIQUE_CHECKS=@OLD_UNIQUE_CHECKS;

For now, cake_blog_test is OK without any database
table.

Set Up Session Handling

Just like we would in real word applications, we’ll use
CakePHP’s database session handling during this project.

Open your app/Config/core.php file and change the de-
fault php value to database for session handling.

1 Configure::write('Session', array(

2 'defaults' => 'database'

3 ));

The sql script for database table for sessions is located
at app/Config/Schema/sessions.sql. You should add this
table to both the default and test database.

..
You don’t have to add another database table to
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..

your test database. CakePHP’s Test Suite will do it
automatically.

Create Default Layout

Copy the default.ctp file from lib/Cake/Console/Templates/skel/

View/Layouts to app/View/Layouts/default.ctp. This is
not required, but at some point we’ll want to change
CakePHP’s default layout. Why not now?

Baking

In my opinion, one of the best features of CakePHP is
baking, which is itself worth writing an e-book about…

We don’t have time to give the details here, so just follow
these instructions to automatically generate basic code four
your blog.

Open a terminal, go into your app folder, and type Console/cake
bake. This will start CakePHP’s bake script.

1 rrd@rrd:~/public_html/cakeBlog$ cd app

2 rrd@rrd:~/public_html/cakeBlog/app$ Console/cake\

3 bake
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..

If you see an error message about file permissions,
just ignore it. Because the webserver usually runs
as a different user from yourself, it has different file
permissions. You can get rid of these error messages
by manually emptying your app/tmp/cache folder’s
subfolders.

You’ll see the following screen:

Bake script in action

With bakewe can automatically generatemodel, controller,
and view files. It works as scaffold, but it actually creates
these files.

Now let’s generate all model files, corresponding fixtures,
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and test files at once.

1 rrd@rrd:~/public_html/cakeBlog/app$ Console/cake\

2 bake

3 model all

We can use the same process for our controllers and views.

1 rrd@rrd:~/public_html/cakeBlog/app$ Console/cake\

2 bake

3 controller all

4 rrd@rrd:~/public_html/cakeBlog/app$ Console/cake\

5 bake

6 view all

Clean It Up

Some files which are unnecessary and should be deleted:

• app/Controller/CakeSessionsController.php

• app/Controller/PostsTagsController.php

• app/Model/CakeSession.php

• app/Model/PostsTag.php

• app/Test/Case/Controller/CakeSessionsControllerTest.php

• app/Test/Case/Controller/PostsTagsControllerTest.php

• app/Test/Case/Model/CakeSessionTest.php

• app/Test/Case/Model/PostsTagTest.php

• app/Test/Fixture/CakeSessionFixture.php
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• app/Test/PostsTagFixture.php

• app/View/CakeSessions

• app/View/PostsTags

You can bake your models before you add the cake_session
table to your database. In this case, session-related files will
not be generated, so you don’t have to delete them. You can
bake your models, controllers, and views without the all

parameter, and then choose your objects one by one. You
can also skip the join model so nothing will be generated
for PostsTags.

I think my approach is the fastest of these three options.

Let’s Play

Browse to http://localhost/∼rrd/cakeBlog/users. You
should be able to add a user. After adding a user, you
can add, modify, and delete categories, tags, posts, and
comments. And all of this is generated automatically by
bake. Cool, no?

Browse to http://localhost/∼rrd/cakeBlog/test.php

and you should also be able to see your generated unit test
files.
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Test page after code generation with bake

If you try to run any of these tests, you’ll get errors.

Controller tests will tell you that some referenced fixture
class is missing.

Controller error

That’s because we just deleted them in the previous step.
Don’t worry. We’ll come back to them soon.

Model tests will drop fatal error. Call to undefined
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method PHPUnit_Framework_AssertionFailedError ::

getComparisonFailure()

Model error

That’s because we don’t have an actual model test function
in the test cases. In my opinion, this error message is
misleading. I hope CakePHP will fix it in some future
version.

OK. Now we’re ready for something else.
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